
 

Hello, I’m Viv Talbot your resident rep and in 

February I attended the first Housing and 

Community Services Committee (HCSC) 

meeting of 2019.  

 

We discussed many issues at the meeting relating to the management of BVT’s 

social housing stock. Some of the topics like understanding financial reports and 

talking about performance and risk management are really important but probably 

not of immediate interest to you as a tenant, but rest assured BVT is doing these 

things.  

Below are the topics I think might have real interest to you more generally: 

Working with young people. It was interesting to hear from the Youth Services 

Manager at BVT, Alison Wilkinson, about an approach to working with young people 

and adults which focusses on the individual and tries to help break the circle of 

deprivation that can often be the root cause of problems in adulthood. When children 

have negative childhood experiences this can continue to affect them many years 

later, and BVT is taking an approach which aims to try to work with other partners 

and specialist services to help a young person (or adult). We heard about how this 

aspect of BVT’s work will feed into a wider review of what and how BVT do things in 

the future and a youth strategy will form part of that. 

Repairs and maintenance. The Committee looked at the performance of our repairs 

and maintenance service and we discussed the work that is happening to review the 

voids service, which is the service a new tenant receives when moving into one of 

BVT’s homes. Tenants will contribute to discussions on this. There will also be 

consultation with residents on day-to-day repairs, so please look out for invitations to 

get involved in these discussions. 

Girls’ recreation ground. BVT have asked Mondelez to look at the maintenance 

and safety of the Girls’ Recreation Ground following concerns from residents. 

Mondelez has agreed to send out a surveyor to make areas safe and remove some 

graffiti. They have also advised that these grounds are on a maintenance 

programme. 

Engaging with residents. The Committee approved a new interim strategy that sets 

out how BVT will engage with residents and the wider community. Going forward 

there will be opportunities for residents to get more actively involved in shaping this 

work and the direction it takes. Please look out for opportunities to get your voice 

heard. 

If you would like to speak to any of BVT’s resident reps, please contact 

Bournville Village Trust’s Customer Services team on 0300 333 6540 or email 

enquiries@bvt.org.uk and they will pass your details onto reps. 


